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1. Let p be a prime integer, O a complete discrete valuation ring with
Žalgebraically closed residue field k of characteristic p where the case
.O k is allowed , G a finite group, H a subgroup of G, and A a
Ž .  G-algebra over O always O-free of finite O-rank . It is well known 4 that
if G is a p-group then, for any idempotent e AG there is an idempotentH
f AH such that
1.1 e TrG f  f x , and ff x 0 for any xGHŽ . Ž . ÝH
xGH
1This work was completed while the first author was in the position of Chercheur Associe´
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and, in particular, e is primitive in AG if and only if f is primitive in AH
Ž   Ž .this is a consequence of Green’s theorem 3 whenever A End M forO
.  an OG-module M . In 2 , Fottner and Kulshammer seek sufficient¨
conditions to get such a conclusion when G is p-solvable; actually, they
mainly restrict themselves to the case where e belongs to AG and H1
contains a Hall p-subgroup of G. In that case, it appears that the
question can be easily translated in terms of a generalization of Fong’s
 Theorem 1 on the indecomposable projective modules, and then we can
get a necessary and sufficient condition.
2. Explicitly, denoting by AG the ‘‘semidirect product of A by G,’’ it is
quite clear that for any primitive idempotent e AG, Ae becomes an1
Ž Ž . G .indecomposable projective AG-module actually, End Ae  eA eAG
and therefore there is a primitive idempotent i AG such that Ae AGi.
Ž . HThen the existence of a necessarily primitive idempotent f A fulfill-1
Ž .ing 1.1 is equivalent to the AG-module isomorphism
2.1 Ae AG	 Af ;Ž . A H
but, mutatis mutandis, there is a primitive idempotent j AH such that
Af AHj, and we obviously have the AG-module isomorphism
2.2 AGj AG	 AHj.Ž . A H
In other words, the existence of f is equialent to the existence of
Ž . a Ž .a AG * such that i  AH, where AG * denotes the multiplicative
group of all the invertible elements of the algebra AG.
H Ž .3. Conversely, for any primitive idempotent f A fulfilling 1.1 , we1
still have a primitive idempotent j AH such that Af AHj and the
Ž . Ž . Gisomorphisms 2.1 and 2.2 still hold, so that e is primitive in A if and
only if j remains primitive in AG. Thus the questions are translated to
whether or not a conjugacy class of primitive idempotents in AG has
nonempty intersection with AH, and in finding a necessary and sufficient
condition on a primitive idempotent of AH to remain primitive in AG.
When G is p-solvable, Theorem 7 and Corollary 9 below provide a
complete answer in a more general setting. In particular, they cover the
   theorems of both Fong 1 and Green 3 .
4. To state them, we introduce some notation. In an O-algebra B, we
call a B*-conjugacy class  of primitive idempotents of B a point of B
Ž . Ž .and we denote by P B the set of points of B and by D B the semigroup
Ž .of all the functions : P B , called diisors of B, where  is the
Ž .semigroup of all non-negative integers; that is, D B can be identified to

Ž . Ž .the positive part G B of the Grothendieck group G B of B, which is
the free abelian group generated by the set of isomorphism classes of
Ž .indecomposable projective B-modules, and P B identified to its canoni-
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Ž . Ž .cal -basis, so that P B D B . Note that any idempotent i of B
i i Ž .  determines a divisor  of B defined by     J , where J is a setB B
of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents of B such that iÝ j. Inj J
Ž . Ž .particular, any O-subalgebra C determines a map P C D B which we
Ž . Ž .extend linearly to a natural homomorphism D C D B ; actually, if C
is a unitary subalgebra, it is just the restriction to the positive parts of the
Ž . Ž . Ž .induction map G C  G B , as in 2.2 .
5. Recall that a crossed product B of an O-algebra A by G is an
O-algebra which contains A as a unitary O-subalgebra and contains
 4x  A* such thatˆ xG

5.1 B Ax , and xy Axy for any x , yG ;Ž . ˆ ˆˆ
xG
for any SG we set B  As, which is a unitary subalgebra ofˆS s S
B B whenever S is a subgroup of G. Thus, A need not be a G-algebraG
Ž .but we only have a group homomorphism GOut A ; however, for any
subgroup K of G and any xG, it is clear that any choice of x inˆ
Ax  A* determines by conjugation a unique homomorphismˆ
Ž . Ž .x : D B D B .K , x K K
6. Assume that G is p-solvable and H a Hall p-subgroup of G;
besides the natural homomorphism
6.1  : D B D B ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H , G H G
for any xG, we consider the pair of homomorphisms for H HH x:x
 : D B D B andŽ .Ž .H , H H Hx x6.2Ž .
  : D B D B ,Ž .Ž .H , H H , x H H1 1x x x
where  is the natural homomorphism, and denote byH , Hx
6.3  : D B D B and  : D B D BŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . H H H H H Hx x
xG xG
the corresponding sums. Our main result is stated as follows.
THEOREM 7. Assume that G is p-solable and H is a Hall p-subgroup of
G. The map  induces an isomorphism from the coequalizer of  and H , G H H
Ž .onto D B .G
8. In other words, in this case the map  is surjective and for anyH , G
Ž . Ž . Ž ., D B we have that      if and only if there areH H , G H , G
 4 Ž .  4 Ž .sequences  in D B and 	 in  D B suchn 0 nm H n 1 nm HxG x
that
   ,  	   and  	   for 1 nm ,Ž . Ž .0 H n n1 H n n8.1Ž .
and   .m
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Ž . Ž .In particular, if the image of P B in D B is not a point, we canH G
Ž .find such sequences fulfilling    and  P B ; then, considering0 m H
Ž .the first l such that  P B , for any 1 n l there is x G suchl H n
Ž . l Ž .1that 	 P H , and moreover, setting xŁ x , the conjugaten x n1 nn
 x  is not a point in B ; so, from the theorem we have proved thel H
following corollary.
COROLLARY 9. With the same hypothesis and notation, for any primitie
idempotent i B there is a B such that ia B . Moreoer, a primitieG G H
xˆidempotent j B remains primitie in B if and only if j is still primitie inH G
xˆB for any xG such that j  B .H H
Ž .10. In fact, since the two-sided ideal of B generated by J A is con-
Ž .tained in J B , we can always assume that O k and A is semisimple; on
the other hand, if N is a normal subgroup of G, we can analyse the
situation in two steps: B is a crossed product of A by N 
 H, and B is aN
H
crossed product of B by GN; as G is assumed to be p-solvable, we canN
Ž .reduce our analysis to the case where GO G 
 H. Then, for a fixedp
point  of B , the analysis of the situation of j  in B can beH
simplified as follows.
Ž .11. Assume that A is semisimple and GO G 
 H; let P be the setp
Ž . Ž .of P A such that their image in D B does not vanish over  , andH
consider a central idempotent e such that e PP and ee x 0 for any
xGG , where G is the stabilizer of e in G; then it is quite clear thate e
Ž .HG , that eBe is a crossed product of Ae by G , and that  eBe .e e H
Thus, in order to prove that an idempotent j  remains primitive in B,
it suffices to prove that j remains primitive in eBe. But the kernel K of
Ž .the action of G on P Ae induces interior automorphisms of Ae ande
Ž . Ž . Ž .therefore eBe  Ae	 kO K see paragraph 16 below . Hence,O Ž K . pkp
Ž . Ž .since K 
 HO K 
 H, j remains primitive in eBe , so we canp K 
H
Ž .replace Ae by eBe and G by G K. In particular, the hypothesis ofK e e
   Theorem 4.1 in 2 in each step is exactly translated in P  1, so that we
Ž .can choose e primitive in Z A and then G K 1, which is a trivial case.e
12. From Green’s theorem it is easy to construct an example to show
 that the condition P  1 is not necessary for the primitivity of j in B. On
the other hand, let us illustrate with an example that the primitivity of j in
B does not necessarily hold.
EXAMPLE 13. Let m be prime to p, k the subfield of order pmm
Ž .of k,  the Galois group of k , and N F k ,  the group of -valuedm m
functions over k ; for any  k , denote by N N the subgroup ofm m 
 4functions vanishing on k   , so that NŁ N , and by P them  k m
additive group of k . It is clear that the semidirect product P m
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permutes the set k , P acting throughout translations, and then wem
Ž .consider the corresponding action on N; finally, we set GN P  ,
which is a p-solvable group with a Hall p-subgroup HN . Choose
a normal basis  of k over the prime field; consider  and am
 14primitive idempotent e in kN  k; since  e  is a pairwise    
Ž .orthogonal idempotent set, we get e kH e  kN e  k, so that e is    
Ž .primitive in kH. But, considering  in P, e  e belongs to kN which0  0
Ž .is fixed by , so that e kH e  k; that is to say, e is not primitive0 0 
in kG.
14. From now on, we prove Theorem 7, and begin with the surjectivity
of  . Let i be a primitive idempotent of B; in order to prove that i hasH , G
 a conjugate in B , and arguing by induction on G , if N is a nontrivialH
normal subgroup of G such that N 
 HG then i has a conjugate in
Ž .B cf. paragraph 10 , thus it has a conjugate in B . Consequently, weN
H H
Ž . Ž .may assume that GO G 
 H. Moreover, set B BB 
 J A 
 B, whichp
Ž .is a crossed product of the image A AJ A of A by G, and recall that
Ž . Ž .B 
 J A 
 B J B and that B* covers B*; if the image  of i has a
1a a aconjugate i in B and j is a lifting of  in B then j  , andH H
therefore i and j are conjugate. Consequently, we may assume that O k
and A is semisimple.
15. Up to a replacement of i by a conjugate, we may assume that i
Ž .commutes with all the idempotents in Z A , and then certainly there is a
Ž .primitive idempotent e Z A such that ei i; but, since we are assum-
ing that A is semisimple, B eBe is a crossed product of A by the
stabilizer G of e in G. Then if H is a Hall p-subgroup of G and i B
has a conjugate i a in B , choosing xG such that H xH, we getH 
a xˆŽ . Ž .i  B , where a a
 1 e . Consequently, we may assume that AH
is simple.
Ž .16. Set O G  P; we are assuming that G P 
 H and A is simple. Inp
that case, for any u P there is a  A* such that a u1 centralizes Aˆu u
Ž .and, since the function mapping u,   P P to
111 1a u a   a u  Z A * k*Ž .ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . ž /u  u
Ž .is a 2-cocycle, we get B  A	 kP. Consequently, B covers BJ B andP k H
i has indeed a conjugate in B .H
17. On the other hand, it is quite clear that in order to prove that the
Ž .map from the coequalizer of  and  to D B is injective, it suffices toH H G
prove the exactness of the following sequence of abelian groups
  H H H , G 17.1 G B G B G B ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H H Gx
xG
where we still denote by  ,  , and  the corresponding extendedH , G H H
 group homomorphisms. Arguing by induction on G , if N is a nontrivial
normal subgroup of G such that N 
 HG then, considering B as a
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crossed product of B by GGN, the following sequence is exactN
  H H H , G 17.2 G B G B G B ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H H Gx
xG
where H is the image of H in G and, for any xG, we have B H x
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .xB ; hence, if Ker  then we get       	N
H N
H H , G H , N
H H H
Ž .for some 	 G B .HxG x
18. But, for any xG, there is a representative y of x such that
HH y is a Hall p-subgroup of N 
 HN 
 H x; indeed, obviously there
are u,  N such that H uH  x is a Hall p-subgroup of N 
 HN 
 H x
and we can take yxu1; in particular, we already know that the group
homomorphism
18.1  y x : G B y  G B xŽ . Ž . Ž .H H , N
H N
H H H N
H N
H
Ž .is surjective. Consequently, we get  G B such thatHxG x
18.2          	   Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H , N
H H H H H H , N
H
Ž .Ž . Ž .and therefore       B belongs to Ker  . Now, itH H N
H H , N
H
suffices to claim the exactness of the sequence
  H H H , N
H 18.3 G B G B G B .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H H N
Hx
xN
H
19. Hence, we may assume that G P 
 H; setting again B BB 

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .J A 
 B, it is quite clear that G B  G B , that G B  G B , andG G H H
Ž . Ž .that, for any xG, G B  G B . Consequently, we also may assumeH Hx x
Ž .that O k and that A is semi-simple. Moreover, G acts on Z A and the
Ž .sequence 17.1 obviously can be decomposed in a direct sum of sequences
Ž .Gcorresponding to the primitive idempotents in Z A ; in other words, we
may assume that G acts transitively on the set of primitive idempotents of
Ž .Z A .
Ž20. Let us first assume that A is simple; in this case, we know that cf.
.paragraph 16
20.1 B  A	 kP and B J B  BJ B ,Ž . Ž . Ž .P k H H
so that  is an isomorphism and we have indeed    . In theH , G H H
Ž .general case, choose a primitive idempotent e of Z A such that the
stabilizer H of e in H is a Hall p-subgroup of the stabilizer G of e ine e
G. Again, B eBe is a crossed product of A Ae by G and, since Ae
is simple, here we get B  B; moreover, since G acts transitively on theHe
Ž .set of primitive idempotents of Z A , the inclusion B B also induces
Ž . Ž . Ž .an isomorphism G B  G B cf. paragraph 4 . Consequently, the inclu-
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sion B  B induces a homomorphismH He
20.2  : G B  G B  G B  G BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H He
which is a section of  .H , G
Ž .21. Now, for any P B , there is j  which centralizes all theH
Ž . xidempotents of Z A . Hence, there is xG such that e j j and
xˆ1
x1therefore j belongs to B B . Moreover, up to a modification ofH
x1 xˆ1our choice of x, we may assume that G H H and then j e e
 Ž .B  B ; that is to say, j determines an element 	 of D B such thatH H He x
         , x 	 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H , G H , H H , H H1 1x x x
Ž . Ž .Since G B is a free abelian group with the canonical basis P B , it isH H
 Ž Ž ..4clear that the set     generates the kernel of theH , G  P Ž B .H
group homomorphism  . We are done with the proof of the theorem.H , G
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